**What is IRUV Light?**

**IRUV**

**Inner Radiance Ultra Vision**

Traditional methods-

For nearly a century practitioners have been using both Infrared Imaging and Ultraviolet Imaging to probe skin conditions and for other types of reflectance detection.

About IRUV…

Near Infrared, like that used in the IRUV system, is invisible to our eyes. It is the spectrum of energy located just below the Red portion of visible light spectrum that shows a world unseen to the naked eye. This longer wave energy can penetrate the skin more easily than visible light making substructures in the skin visible, like the scar seen in the sample IRUV photo. IR vision will reveal veins, scars, some types of injuries, and abnormalities that are undetectable by the naked eye.

Ultraviolet light is extensively used to see skin conditions and unwelcome surface organisms by fluorescence. Ultraviolet, like that used in IRUV, is a component wavelength that incorporated into the IRUV processed image.

Using specialized computer-imaging technology, we’ve developed a filtering system that displays energy changes far more vividly than if you attempted to separate the multiple wavelengths. The combination of the two, multiplies the viewer’s ability to perceive conditions not visible by either IR or UV alone. In a real time moving image of energy, we have found an effective method that can ‘see’ imbalances in the energy field rather than solely diseases in the physical body.
We believe that showing an energy interaction with light gives the practitioner additional insight to the interactions of energy flows, which is recognized as an enteric template on which our physical structures are strung. What keeps us coherent and recognizable is our organizing template of energy or enteric template. On average, every physical cell of the human body is replaced every 7-9 years. When you think of the human body not as a solely solid structure, but like a gas that is constantly flowing, it becomes easy to understand the relevance of the IRUV system and how it can assist you and your clients.

Now more about IRUV and how to use it…

To see the body’s energy field the person must be ideally in a very dark room with only the UV and IR spectrum lighting shining at the client. We have purposely allowed a small amount of visible blue light to transmit from the UV lamps so that you can visualize your client and your client will be able to see you. You may choose to use a room with controlled light in lieu of a dark room as long as your client is placed in front of a white or black backdrop of your choosing. In the case of visualizing a specific area, make sure the area in focus and uses the same lighting parameters as stated previously.

Using your innate interpretive and perceptive skills coupled with the IRUV technology, you can provide a more comprehensive service for your clients IRUV is intended to show spiritual energy only not to be used for medical diagnosis.

More sample snapshots using the IRUV system with filters